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Over the years 1970 and 1974 there were carried out 

studies on the prevalence of the Clave/la adunca (Str�m, 

1762) parasite on the cod (Gadus morhua L.) from North

west Atlantic (Labrador and New Founland fishing grounds). 

The growth rate and condition of 4454 cod specimens was 

studied. The length-weight relationship, condition. and 

growth paramctcr5 of infested and non-infested fishes were 

calculated. The calculations hawc shown that young fishes 

infested by Clave/la adunca parasite had higher average 

weight and condition than noninfosted ones of the same 

length. On the other hand, older infested fishes (above 6 

years of life) had average weight and condition lower than 

noninfcsted specimens. The author's own attempt to explain 

this paradoxal phenomenon is presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Body build and development of the parasite Clavella adunca is recognized quite 
satisfactority, on the other hand much less is known about incidence and intensity of 
parasitic invasion, and ahnost nothing about an influence of parasite on host. Only 
Poulsen (1939) in the years 1933-1936 carried off the studies on the prevalence of the 
parasite Clavella adunca on the cods from waters surrouding Denmark, and determined 
the condition for 300 fish specimens not finding any distinct differences betvveen 
noninfested and infested cods. Many researchers from the later period of time refer to 
Poulsen's results in their statements about lack of influence of parasite on fish. However, 
they all agree that the parasite causes injuries of fish tissue which is distinctly visible on 

the gills. 
Clavella adunca feeds up host's blood which is taken by a means of the mouth organ 

placed on the peripherial part of mobile cephalothorax. Action of the parasite on host's 
tissue has been thoroughly analysed by Kabata (1970) who stated that gill injuries may 

result from the way of parasite nutrition as well as by attachment and pressure exerted on 
the gills. 

The aim of this work was an attempt of the determination of the parasite Clavella

adunca influence on growth and condition of cods from Northwest Atlantic waters 
(Labrador and New Founland fishing grounds). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials for survey were collected in the Labrador and New Foundland fishing grounds 
(region 21 and 3K accordingly to ICNAF 1) at 1970 and 1974 years. Research work has
been done on the board of factory-trawlers belonging to Deep Sea Fishing Company 

"Dalrnor". Totally, 4454 cod individuals have been subjected to detailed ichthyological 
analysis, out of this 2767 specimens at 1970, and 1687 at 1974. 

Relationship between weight and length of fishes, condition, and parameters of growth 
of non-infested and infested fishes were studied in details for numerous variants. Because 
the most characteristic results were obtained for non-infested fishes and for fishes with 
infested gills, in this work only these results are presented. 

Length and fish weight relationship was calculated by the use of Lagler's (1963) 
equation: 

where: 
W fish weight 
L length of fish 

K,n constant coefficients calculated empirically. 

1 International Commission for Northwest Atlantic Fisheries
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Condition of non-infested and infested fishes according to body length, age, sex, and 
the stage of gonads maturity was evaluated on the basis of the following formula: 

where' 

K = WXlOO

L 3 

K - coefficient of the condition 
W - weight of the fish 
L - length of the fish 

Growth parameters were calculated on the basis of average lengths of non-infested and 
infested fishes in the particular age groups by the use of von Bertalanffy's formula: 

where: 
Lt - fish length in the age t
L=- asymptotic length 
K - coefficient of catabolism 
t - age of the fish 
t0 - the conventional beginning of the growth curve 
e - base of the Naperian logarithm. 

The mentioned calculations of lenght - weight relationship were partially made with 
use of Elliot 905 computer. In the detailed survey, the fishes infested by other gill 
parasite - Lernaceocera branchialis were not taken into consideration. 

All calculations concern the actual state of the cod infestation in the moment of catch. 
For it is not possible to state how long the parasite was battening on fish, as well as 
whether the fish being non-infested in the moment of catch, was not infested in the past. 

The eventual influence of the internal parasites on fish was not taken into 
consideration in the survey. 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WEIGHT AND BODY LENGTH 
OF THE CODS NON-INFESTED AND INFESTED BY THE PARASITE 

The calculations which were carried off only for fishes with infested gills have shown 
slightly greater differences in comparison with the fishes which besides parasite presence 
on the gills, additionally had the parasites on the other parts of body ( on the fins, or close 
to anus). Because the number of fishes infested solely on the gills was minute, the fishes 
carrying the parasites on the other body parts were included in computations. Obtained 
results indicate that fishes with infested gills have larger weights initially than non-infested 
fishes of the same length (Fig. 1 and 2). At the body length 50 cm (1970), and 59 cm 
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Fig. I. Weight-body length relationship of non-infested, and gill infested fishes, in region 2J and 3K at 

1970. Points and astcriks represent average empirical weights for one centimetcr length classes. 
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Fig. 2. Weight-body length relationship of non-infested, and gill infested fishes, in region 21 and 3K at 

1974. Points and asteriks represent average empirical weights for one ccntimeter length classes. 
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(1974) weights of the fishes are identical, and with further increase of body length, the
non-infested fishes are heavier than those infested.

The calculated Kand n coefficients amount appropriately: 
year 1970 

non-infested fishes K = 0.00513, n = 3.14314 
infested fishes K = 0.00842, n = 3.01712 

non-infested fishes 

infested fishes 

year 1974 

K = 0.00606, 

K = 0.00817, 
n = 3.11008 

n = 3.03701 

It could be noted from the data presented in Table 1 that the fishes infested by the 

parasite have different weights for the same lengths in comparison to non-infested fishes. 

Small cods of lengths from 30 to 35 cm are 5 to 7 percent heavier than non-infested 

fishes of the same length. For bigger fish (above 50 cm) those proportions are inverted -

non-infested fishes are 1 to 4 per cent heavier than infested ones. 
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Theoretical weights of non-infested and gill-infested cods 

according to body length and year of catch in region 2J and 3K 

Years 

1970 1970 1974 

non infested infested non infested 

fishes fishes fishes 

225 241 238 

366 384 384 

557 574 582 

806 819 840 

1 123 1 125 1 165 

1 515 1 500 1 577 

1 992 1 950 2 054 

2 562 2 483 2 635 

3 224 3 106 3 318 

729 317 602 

50.8 52.2 49.3 

1 338 1 352 1 217 

Table 

1974 

infested 

fishes 

250 

400 

599 

857 

1 180 

1 576 

2 053 

2 618 

3 279 

316 

49.9 

1 250 
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CONDITION OF NON-INFECTED AND INFECTED FISHES 

Condition of the cods non-infested and infested by the parasite 
according to body length of fish 

109 

Condition coefficient has been calculated for non-infested and infested cods grouped 
into centimeter classes. Obtained results are shown on Fig. 3. In order to visualize more 
distinctly the changes, average K value was calculated and plotted for the three length 
classes e.g. up to 45 cm, from 46 to 60 cm, and above 60 cm. 

The cods up to 45 cm of total length were sexually immature fishes, not spawning yet. 
The cods from 46 to 60 cm were representing mainly the fishes coming up to spawning, 
while all the fishes exceeding 60 cm represent part of population which spawns on the 
whole. 

It proceeds from the distribution of the points and averages that condition of 
non-infested fishes increase with the body length. Such a regularity characterize the fishes 
caught up at 1970 and 1974 years. The condition of infested fishes initially also increases 
but for fishes exceeding 60 cm distinctly falls down. 

It arises from the data presented on Fig. 3 that up to 45 cm of the body length the 
condition of infested fishes is better than of non-infested ones. In the length classes 
46-60 cm average condition coefficients are similar, with condition being sligtly better
for non-infested fishes at 1970, and for infested fishes at 1974. This difference was
probably resulting from the different length and age composition of the catches. Non
infested fishes exceeding 60 cm of length represent much better condition than infested
ones. This regularity existed in the both periods of survey.

Condition of non-infested and infested cods according to age 
of fish 

So far the condition of the cods was considered in the complexion of fish length 
distribution. In order to check the changes of cod condition occuring with fish age, the 

condition coefficients have been calculated for the cods from particular age groups. The 
obtained results were used for graphical display of regression lines (Fig. 4). The results 
obtained when condition of fishes according to body length has been calculated, were 
confirmed. The infested cods from younger age groups had better condition than 
non-infested ones, while on the other hand, condition of older fishes were interior to the 
condition of non-infested fishes. 

The regression lines for non-infested fishes could be expressed by the equation: 
y = 0.0212 x + 0,7864 accompanied by the high value of correlation coefficient which 
equals 0.9139 (for fishes from 1970 year catches), and for non-infested fishes from 1974 
year y = 0.0224 x % 0.8040 with equally high value of the correlation coefficient 0.9404. 

For the infested fishes: y = -0.0074 x + 0.9550 (caught at 1970), and 
y = 0.0010 x + 0.9786 (for the fishes caught up at 1974 year). In this case, the 
correlation coefficients were low and amounted -0.3 714 and -0.1289, respectively. 
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Fig. 4. Condition coefficient (K) in relation to the age of non- infested fish and infested fish by the 

Clavella parasite, in Labrador and New Foundland region, at 1970 and 1974. Points and asteriks 

represent average K values for the appropriate years of fish life. 
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Fig. 5. Length increase curve of cods non-infested and gill infested by the Clavella adunca parasite, in 

the waters of Labrador and New Foundland at 1970 and 1974 (totally) calculated accordingly to van 

Bartalcnffy's formula. 
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It proceeds from these calculations that condition of non-infested fishes was linearilly 
increasing with their age, while the condition of infested fishes does not show such a 
regularity. The plotted straight lines representing infested fishes show exclusively 
tendencies in the condition changes according to the increase of fish age. 

PARAMETERS OF THE INCREASE OF COD LENGTHS FOR NON-INFESTED 
AND INFESTED FISH ACCORDINGLY TO VON BERTALANFFY'S EQUATION 

Because all previous surveys have shown that the same regularities and dependencies 
occur both in fishes from Labrador as well as New Founland waters, equally for 1970 and 
1974 year, above computations were carried off for both annuals together. They were 
made with use of "ELLIOT 905" computer and obtained results for non-infested cods are 
shown in Table 2. 

Increase of the length of non-infested cods accordingly 
to the von Bertalanffy's formula 

Frequency 
Difference 

The ore-
between Age of Average 

tical 
fish empirical 

per cent length 
empirical 

length 
pcs. 

and tli.eore-
tical weight 

0 -4.39

1 8.59

2 26.00 4 3 19.73 6.27 

3 29.50 25 19 29.30 0.20 

4 37.50 77 57 37.51 -1.01

5 43,80 276 204 44.56 -0.76

6 51.10 445 329 50.61 0.49

7 55.60 335 248 55.80 -0.20

8 60.50 109 81 60.26 0.24

9 65.80 44 33 64.09 0.91

10 66.80 13 10 67.38 -0.58

11 69.60 11 8 70.20 -0.60

12 70.40 7 5 72.62 -2.22

13 72.80 5 4 74.70 -1.90

14 76.49

15 78.02

average 
empirical 

weight 51.17 

total 1351 1000 
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The calculated parameters amount: 

l
oo 

87.31 cm 

K = 0.152595 

t0 = 0.3213 
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The length increase for the fishes with gills infested by the Clavella adunca, is shown in 

Table 3, and obtained parameters amount: 

l
oo 

81.55 cm 

K 0.168670 

t0 0.1992 

Increase of the length of cods infested by the parasite 
accordingly to the von Bertalanffy's formula 

Frequency 
Theore-

Age Average per tical 
of empirical pcs. cent length 

fish length 

0 - - - -2.79 
1 - - - 10.30 

2 - - - 21.36 

3 30.00 1 2 30.70 
4 39.80 23 35 38.60 
5 44.90 122 187 45.26 
6 50.80 265 407 50.89 
7 56.00 168 258 55.65 
8 59.40 54 83 59.67 
9 64.30 13 20 63.07 

10 62.20 4 6 65.94 
11 66.00 1 2 68.36 
12 - - - 70.41 
13 - - - 72.14 
14 - - - 73.60 
15 - - - 74.83 

average empi-
rical weight 51.69 

total 651 1000 

Table 3 

Difference 
between 
empirical 

and theoreti-
cal weight 

-

-

-

-0.70 
1.20 

-0.36
-0.10
0.35

-0.27
1.23

-3.74
-2.36

-

-

-

-

The obtained results confirm the influence of the Clavella adunce parasite on the cods. 

The asymptotic length of non-infested fishes is 5. 76 cm bigger than for infested fishes. 

Graphical display of growth curve of non-infested and infested fishes is shown on Fig. 5. 

Conclusion could be drawn from the curve that non-infested cods from younger age 

groups are growing slowlier than infested ones. Theoretical length of non-infested and 

infested cods in the age 6-7 years is approximate, and with the increase of the age, the 

length of non-infested fishes is bigger than of infested ones. 

8 - Acta Ichthyologica et Piscatoria 
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DISCUSSION 

The determination of parasite influence upon growth and condition of fishes meets 
with a lot of difficulties, resulting mainly from the lack of pos,sibilities to estimate the 
magnitude of losses suffered by fishes as a result of the infestation by parasite. The 
present status of knowledge does not permit for univocal determination of the parasite 
influence on fishes. It is especially difficult in the populations living in the natural marine 
environments. 

An additional difficulty is created by the lack of possibility to establish whether 

presently non-infested fishes were non-infested in the past, and whether parasite-caused 

changes did not remain visible even after vanishing of parasites. The surveys conducted by 
Reichenbach-Klinke a.al. (1968) have shown that fishes suffer from the results of 
infestation through the longer period of time. However, it is not possible to determine the 
period of lasting of parasites on the fishes, and to state whether infestation has taken 
place the first time. 

Usually, to determine the range of changes caused by the parasite presence, the 
comparisons are made between non-infested and infested fishes as to the body length, 
weight, condition, hemoglobine content in blood, and fat content of liver. 

In the Clavella adunca case, irritation and destruction of the cod gill tissue results from 

the attachment of the parasite and its feeding. The tissue-ingrown bulla causes swelling of 
its while the mobile cephalothorax terminated by mouth organ which sometimes exceeds 
4 mm destroys adjoining gill flakes. 

The common opinion exists that as a result of parasite infestation general impairment 
of the organism takes place, connected with loss of body weight. The results of this work 
clearly indicate that young infested fishes weighed more than non-infested fishes of the 
same length. Average empirical weights and lengths of the young infested fishes (up to 6 
years) were bigger than those of non-infested fishes. On the other hand, the older infested 
fishes had the average weights and lengths smaller than non-infested ones. The differences 
for the particular age groups were as follows (data from 1970): 

Fish 

age 
Infestation 

2 

3* non-infested 

infested 

4 non-infested 

infested 

Condition of infected and non infected fishes 

Number 

of 

fishes 

3 

23 

1 

61 

14 

Average 

length 

(cm) 

4 

36.6 

39.3 

Average 

weight 

(g) 

5 

434 

577 

Condition 

coeffi-

cient 

(K) 

6 

0.885 

0.951 

Table 4 

Per cent 

of loss 

or gain 

of weight 

7 

(100) 

+32.9
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ed. tab. 4 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I 

5 I 
non-infested 125 43.0 720 0.906 (100) 

I 
infested 66 44.2 791 0.916 + 9.9

6 non-infested 186 52.3 1 347 0.942 (100) 

infested 106 51.7 1 267 0.917 -5.9

7 non-infested 201 55.2 l 557 0.926 (100) 

infested 108 54.9 1 539 0.930 -1.2

8 non-infested 72 58.6 1 918 0.953 (100) 

infested 38 57.6 1 898 0.993 -1.1

9 non-infested 29 64.5 2 188 0.941 (100) 

infested 6 60.7 2 010 0.899 -8.1

10* non-infested 10 - - - -

infested 3 - - - -

* cal culation were not carried off with regard to small number of fishes in the sample.

Similar regularities were also observed for the cods which were caught up at 1974.

Regarding the present state of knowledge it is impossible univocally interprete this 

phenomenon, and efforts of its explanation may be stressed as follows: 

First concept - assumes an initial stimulating action of the parasite on fish, consequently 

causing an increase of food consumption and subsequent increase of the body weight. 

Kabata (1958) studied the haddock infested by the gill parasite Lernaeocera obtusa

taking into consideration average lengths and weights of infested fish as well as 

hemoglobine level of the blood, and fat content in liver. His observations have shown that 

young fishes infested by the young parasite had bigger average weights, lengths, higher 

level of hemoglobine in the blood, and content of the liver fat. Kabata explains this as 

follows: an initial loss of blood by the fish is caused by the parasite, acts stimulatively on 

the blood producing organs, and as a result of it, the hemoglobine level in blood is higher 

than normally. An increase of the hemoglobine level in the blood is connected with an 

increase of oxygen uptake which may cause enhancing of the feeding activity of fish. As a 

result, both fat liver content and weight of fish increases. In course of time, however, the 

activity of parasite increases as it grows up, blood losses are becoming larger, the 

hemoglobine content is decreasing which subsequently causes lessening of liver fat 

content and weight decrease. 

The blood and cod liver were not studied in this work, however, lengths and weights of 

the fishes have shown similar interdependence as observed by Kabata. The observed rate 

of stomach filling of non-infested and infested fishes did not show distinct differences as 

to the quantity of taken food. 

The consideration of this possible to accept hypothesis arises, however, some doubts, 

for example: why the parasite does stimulate only young fishes, and why 5-6 years old 

fishes have condition, average lengths and weigts approximating these measures of 
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non-infestes fishes, besides the fact of their maximal intensity and extensiveness of 

infestation. 

Second concept - assumes higher mortality rate of the younger fishes of poor condition 

which are infested by parasite and that only fishes with best condition remain alive. 

In the Clo:vella adunca case this concept does not seem proper for the parasite occurs 

not too numerously, and extent of the gill flake injuries caused by it is too small to treat 

this a serious weakening of the fish. The young fishes of exceptionally poor condition 

were not observed in the examined material. 

Thlrd concept - assumes the primary infestation of the young fishes which joined earlier 

the adult stock. Usually, those are the biggest individuals, born earlier, and in better 

condition. On the other hand, smaller fishes of weaker condition are joining the stock 

later, and shorter stay in it (before catch), and for this reason the possibilities of their 

contact with parasite are lower. 

This concept founded on the biological basis seems to be the most probable 

explanation in this case. It is known that cods from Labrador and New Foundland region 

are spawning in the period of February -April. The conditions of an environment 

influencing hatch of fish larvae e.g. water temperature, salinity, and icing, are changing in 

this season. As early as during hatch, not all the fishes have identical condition, for an 

important role may play here the dimensions and qualitative changes in the eggs, causing 

divergences of an initial stage of fish growth. The features of an issue are formed by 

spawning ground, water temperature, nutrition, and vegetal period of the eggs and larvae. 

The young individuals are forming the juvenile school where the fishes out of the same 

annual represent differential condition and body length. The .completion of the 

commercial stock by the juvedle fishes is usually beginning when they reach the age of 3 

years. At this time, the fishes of the best condition are joining the adult school primarily, 

and there the majority of then is getting infested by the parasite. In course of time, the 

adults are joined by the fishes of weak.er condition from the same age group which with 

respect to the shorter stay between mature fishes were not yet infested by the parasite. 

At the moment of catch, the fraction of fishes with better condition, remaining longer in 

the adult school is already infested, while on the other hand, the fishes which joined the 

stock just lately, have slightly weaker condition, and are not yet infested by the parasite. 

This creates an impression as if the parasite would act on the young fishes in 

stimulative way, causing the acceleration oftheir growth. 

In view of above discussed matter, the author agree to an opinion that the parasite 

does not bring about an increase of young cods condition at all, but it exerts negative 

influence upon the fishes of each length and age. It is confirmed by the further analysis of 

the fish body growth where the fishes about 50 cm length have almost identical condition 

as non-infested ones, representing simultaneously the maximal rate of intensity and 

extensiveness of infestation. This is caused by slight but systematic weight loss of infested 

fishes. Above 60 cm of the fish length, it is already clearly visible, when condition of 

infested cods, and their average lengths and weigths are definitely smaller than of 

non-infested fishes, besides the low intensity of infestation. 
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The real influence of the parasite upon fish is getting visible only between those 

annuals where recruitment does not act already, e.g. for the fishes more than 6 years old. 

The fishes out of younger annuals are continuously replenished from the juvenile school, 

and in connection with it, their rate of infestation and condition depends mainly on the 

magnitude and the time of recruitment. 
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WPLYW PASOZYTA CLAVELLA ADUNCA (Strqlm, 1762) COP"PODA 

PARAS/TICA: LERNAEOPODIDAE 

NA DORSZE ( GA DUS MORHUA L.) Z WOD POLNOCNO-ZACHODNIEGO 
ATLANTYKU 

Streszczenie 

W latach 1970 i 1974 w pol'.nocno-zachodnim Atlantyku (fowiska Labradoru i Nowej Funlandii) 
przeprowadzono badania nad wystypowaniem na dorszach (Gadus morhua L.) pasoiyta Clave/la

adunca (Strqlm, 1762). l'rzebadano wzrost i kondycjy 4454 osobnik6w dorszy. W tym celu obliczono 
zaleinosc pomiydzy dfogosciq a ciyzarem ryb, kondycjy oraz parametry wzrostu ryb nie zaraionych i 
zaraionych. Wszystkie te obliczenia wykazaly, ie ryby mfode zaraione paso:i:ytem Clavella adunca 

mialy srednie ciyzary i kondycjy wiykszq niz ryby nie zaraione tej samej dl:ugosci. Natomiast u ryb 
starszych zaraionych (powy:i:ej 6 roku iycia) srednie ciyzary i kondycja byly mniejsze ni.z u ryb nie 
zarazonych. 

W pracy przedstawiono wl:asnq pr6by wyHumaczenia tego paradoksalnego zjawiska. Zakl:ada ona 
pierwotnosc zaraienia ryb ml:odych, kt6re wczesniej doJ:qczyly do stada dorosfogo. Sq to zwykle 
osobniki najwiyksze, wczesniej urodzone i o lepszej kondycji. Natomiast ryby mniejsze, o sl:abszej 
kondycji p6iniej uzupelniaj<1 stado doroste, przebywajqc w jego obrybie kr6cej (przed zl:owieniem) i 
wobec tego majq mniejsze mozliwosci zetkniycia siy z pasozytem. 

Rzeczywisty wplyw pasozyta na ryby uwidacznia siy wiyc dopiero wsr6d tych rocznik6w, na kt6re 
nie dzial:a ju:i: rekrutacja, czyli u dorszy powy:i:ej 6 roku iycia. Ryby mlodszych rocznik6w sq ci<igle 
uzupel:niane ze stada mfodocianego, w zwil!Zku z czym ich stopie:ri zaraienia i kondycja �q w duzej 
mierze uzale:i:nione od wielkosci i czasu rekrutacji. 
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' EJJtM HHyl!I 

B]WHHWE ITAPASWTA CLAVELLA ADUNCA (STROM, 1762)
(COPEPODA PARASITICA: LERNAEOPODIDAE) HA TPECKY (GAilUS 

MORHUA L, W3 CEBEPO-SAITA�HOM AT]AHTWKW 

Pes10Me 

B 1970 III 1974 ro;n,ax B ceBepo-sana;n,HoPt il.TJiaHT!1Ke (paLlOHbl JIOBa: ]a6pa;n,op 
11 H�IajlayH;n,neH;n,) 11ccne;n,0BaJIM sapall(eHme Tpec:s:11 (Gadus morhua L.) napaSMTOM 
Clavella adunca .{Strom, 1762), 

Wocne;n,oBaJIM B03pacT M COCTOHHMe 4454 3K3, TpeCKJ/1, C 8TOM �eJIJ:,ID IlO;ll,ClJ:M

TaJIM SaBli!CltlMOCTJ:, MelK;n,y ;ll.JiltlHOM w Be COM pbl6, 1/!X COCTOHHJ,Ie a TaRll(e rrapaMeTpbI 
pocTa p116 sapall(eHHb!X l!I He sapallWHHb!X. Ha OCHOBaHJlil!I no;n,otJ:eTOB npYII!IJllil R l3bl

B0,7J,Y, ll:TO MOJIO;n,ble oco6w sapaJKeHHble napasMTOM Clavella adunca JIJMeJIM OOJIJ:,lilltliil 
cpe;n,HJIJiil Bee III 6b!JIJ/I B JIYtJ:llieM OOCTOHHMl!l, qeM pb!6bl He sapallteHbl, TOM JKe ;ll.JIJ/IHbl, 

Ho y OTaplliJ/IX sapall(eHHb!X (OBbII!Ie 6 JieT), cpe;n,HIIIiil Bee 6b!JI MeHJ:,I!IMM w OHIII Ha

XO;ll,IIIJI1'ICJ:, B xy;n,meM COCTOHHMJ/1 tJ:eM pb!6bl He sapallWHHble. B pa6oTe npe;n,CTaEJieHO 

norrh!TRY 061H0Hett11H aToro rrapa;n,oRcaJIJ;HOro HBJieHMH. 0Ha npe;n,nonaraeT rrepBM
<rnocn sapalKeHMff Tex MOJIO;ll,b!X pa6' KOTOpbie paHJ;I!Ie npIIICOe,ll;li!Jl!1CJ:, K B3p0CJIOMY 
CTa;n,y. 06blqHO 8TO HaPt60JIJ:,I!IJile OC06J/I paHJ;llie pOll(;ll,eHHble J/1 B JiyqmeM COCTOflHJ/lfil, 
P116b! MeHJ:,I!Ifile' B xy;n,meM COCTOHH1'IM 6onee Il03;ll.HO IlOITOJIHff!OT B3pOC.JIOe C_Ta;n,o l'l 
KO BpeMeHW Bb!JIOBa HaXO,ll;ffTCfl B CTa;n,e 6onee KOpOTRWPt cpoK. B CBH31'l O 3TWM 

l'1MeIOT MeHJ;lliYID B08MOlKHOCTJ:, KOHTaRTa C rrapasWTOM, 0TqeTJI1'IBOe BJU!ffHWe rrapa-
31'!Ta Ha pb!6y npOHBJIHeTCff JIMl!Il:, TOJIJ:,KQ cpe;n,J/1 pN6 Tex BOspaOTOB, B KOTOpb!X 
yll(e He Ha6JIID;n,aeTCff TIOITOJIHeHTiff CTa;n,a T.e. y TpeCKM OBb!llie 6-JieTHero B03pac
Ta. Pbl6b! MJI8;ll.illMX B08pacTOB TIOCTOHHHO nepexo;n,HT W3 HeCOBepl!IeHHOJieTHero CTa

;n,a K B8pOCJIOMy B CBHSJ/1 C 8TIIIM CTeneHJ:, IIIX sapalKeHlrn III COCTOHHMe B 6om,mevl 
Mepe saBWCHT OT BeJIMq1'JHbl TI BpeMeHM IlOTIOJIHeHJ/lff, 
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